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ABSTRACT
A three-dimensional pulsar magnetosphere model is used to study the geometry of outer magneto-
spheric gap accelerators, following seminal work of Romani and coworkers. The size of the outer gap is
self-consistently limited by pair production from collisions of thermal photons from polar cap heating of
backÑow outer gap current with curvature photons emitted by gap-accelerated charged particles. In prin-
ciple, there could be two topologically disconnected outer gaps. Conditions for local pair production
such as local Ðeld line curvature, soft X-ray density, electric Ðeld, etc., support pair production inside an
outer gap only between (the radius of the null surface at azimuthal angle /) andrin(/) rlim(/) B 6rin(/\(the light cylinder radius). Secondary pairs, on the other hand, are produced almost everywhere0)> R
Loutside the outer gap by collisions between curvature photons and synchrotron X-rays emitted by these
secondary pairs. These processes produce a wide X-ray fan beam in the outgoing direction and a very
narrow beam in the incoming direction for each outer gap. For pulsars with a large magnetic dipole
inclination angle, part of the incoming c-ray beam will be absorbed by the stellar magnetic Ðeld. If the
surface magnetic Ðeld is dominated by a far o†-center dipole moment (e.g., as in a proposed ““ plate
tectonic ÏÏ model), gravitational bending of photons from polar cap accelerators and their ultimate con-
version into outÑowing eB pairs can result in the quenching of one of these two outer gaps. Various
emission morphologies for the pulsar (depending on magnetic inclination angle and viewing angle) are
presented. Double-peak light curves with strong bridges are most common. From the three-dimensional
structure of the outer gap and its local properties, we calculate phase-resolved spectra of gamma-ray
pulsars and apply them to observed spectra of the Crab pulsar.
Subject headings : gamma rays : theory È pulsars : general È stars : magnetic Ðelds
1. INTRODUCTION
““ Outer gaps ÏÏ are charge-deÐcient regions with a strong
electric Ðeld along the magnetic Ðeld near the null charge
surface X Æ B, where X is the stellar angular velocity and B
is the local magnetic Ðeld. It has been argued that such gaps
should form in the outer magnetosphere regions of a pulsar
(angular velocity X and magnetic moment k) (Holloway
1973 ; Cheng, Ruderman, & Sutherland 1976). Cheng, Ho,
& Ruderman (1986a, 1986b, hereafter CHR I and CHR II)
(see also Ho 1989) considered the origin and structure of
outer gaps and various general morphological features of
their energetic radiation in a static magnetosphere approx-
imation. CHR I suggested that four outer gaps in the (X, k)-
plane can exist in the magnetosphere between the null
surface and the light cylinder. From one pole, there are two
outer gaps. One is long (labeled gap 1 in Fig. 1) and the
other short (gap 3). Similarly, one long gap (gap 2) and one
short gap (gap 4) exist associated with the opposite pole (see
Fig. 1). The two outer gaps (i.e., 1 and 3, 2 and 4) associated
with the same magnetic pole are actually one topologically
connected outer gap ; there are only two topologically dis-
connected outer gaps. CHR I assumed that the active
region of the outer gap for radiation and pair production is
restricted to the long gaps (1 and 2)Èa slablike geometry
with a small extension in the azimuthal direction. This
assumption is valid only for large inclination angles (a). For
a nearly aligned rotator, gaps 1, 2, 3, and 4 should all be
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active, although it is not easy to determine exactly at what
inclination angle this transition will occur. If the distance
to the null surface of gap 1 (2) is much less than the light(rin)cylinder radius i.e., which(R
L
), rin/RLD 4/(9 tan2 a)\ 1,implies a [ 34¡, gap 1 and gap 2 are likely the dominant
ones. Inside the outer gap, electrons and positrons are accel-
erated to extreme relativistic energies in opposite directions
and result in two crossed radiation fan beams. CHR I
assumed that c-ray emission occurs only close to the last
closed Ðeld line in the plane of the dipole and rotation axes.
Four identical fan beams (two toward and two away from
the light cylinder) are emitted from the pulsar since the
charged particles of positive and negative charges are
oppositely accelerated in the outer gap. The morphological
features of the emission in the CHR model are as follows :
(1) the emission pattern is a double fan beam with the c-ray
emission produced tangential to the last closed magnetic
Ðeld line ; (2) the double-peaked c-ray pulse proÐle consists
of one beam from one outer gap and another beam (parallel
to the former) from the opposite outer gap ; two observed
pulses with similar strength would be expected ; and (3) the
measured phase separation between the two peaks is deter-
mined by the time travel di†erence between these two outer
gaps, relativistic aberration of emission, and the bending of
the magnetic Ðeld lines near the light cylinder. The emission
from each peak is highly cusped because of the relativistic
aberration, so there will be some bridge emission but very
little other o†-pulse emission.
EGRET has observed the phase-resolved emission char-
acteristics such as pulse proÐles and phase-resolved spectra
of the Crab, Vela, PSR B1706[44, and Geminga c-ray
pulsars, but PSR B1055[52 and PSR B1951]32 do not
have sufficient photon counting statistics to perform a
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FIG. 1.ÈSchematic illustration of the outer gaps of a pulsar. The outer
gap extends from the null charge surfaces (dashed lines) to the light cylin-
der. The value is the distance from the star to the intersection betweenrinthe null charge surfaces of gap 1(2) and the Ðrst open Ðeld lines.
meaningful phase-resolved study of their emissions (Fierro
1995 ; Thompson et al. 1996 ; Fierro et al 1998). For the
three brightest, high-energy c-ray pulsars (Crab, Vela, and
Geminga), Fierro et al. (1998) introduced a ““ hardness
ratio,ÏÏ ratio 4 F([300 MeV)/F(100È300 MeV), to charac-
terize the evolution of the spectral index as a function of
pulsar phase, where F([300 MeV) and F(100È300 MeV)
are the maximum likelihood Ñuxes measured above 300
MeV and between 100 and 300 MeV, respectively. Their
analysis indicated that (1) two peaks are observed and they
are not symmetric ; (2) the phase-resolved spectra are di†er-
ent at various phase intervals ; (3) the hardest emission from
Crab and Vela pulsars results from the bridge region
between the two c-ray peaks, while the hardest emission
from the Geminga pulsar comes from the second c-ray
peak ; and (4) the phase-resolved spectra of the pulsed com-
ponents of all three c-ray pulsars have approximately the
same energy turnover in each component, although there is
a large variation in the spectral index over the phase inter-
val. These observed facts provide strong constraints on
theoretical models for c-ray pulsars. The comparison of the
CHR model with EGRET observations indicates that some
of the morphological features of emission expected in the
CHR model appear to be inconsistent with the EGRET
observations. For example, Crab and Geminga obser-
vations indicate that (1) those pulsars have peaks which are
not strongly cusped and have both strong bridge emission
and signiÐcant o†-pulse emission and (2) the two pulses are
of roughly similar strength. Chiang & Romani (1992, 1994)
reconsidered and modiÐed a CHR-type model for a three-
dimensional magnetosphere. They assumed that outer gaps
exist along all Ðeld lines on the boundary of the closed
region instead of just on the bundle of Ðeld lines lying close
to the plane deÐned by the rotation and magnetic dipole
axes. In a static magnetic Ðeld approximation, they showed
that assuming a single pole gave only outgoing ““ curvature
radiation ÏÏ particle Ñow which is the same on each Ðeld line
through the null surface produced a broad, irregularly
shaped emission beam which is particularly intense near its
edge. Then two c-ray peaks (subpulses) will be observed
when the line of sight from the Earth crosses these enhanced
regions of the c-ray beam, while the inner region of the
beam provides a signiÐcant amount of emission between the
peaks. A wide range of peak phase separations can be
accommodated with a proper choice of the observer colati-
tude. Further, Romani & Yadigaroglu (1995, hereafter RY)
developed a model for the beaming of high-energy c-ray
emission from a single outer gap of a rotating inclined
dipole. They assumed that almost no emission is beamed
inward along the Ðeld lines and the Ðeld lines are those
which would exist if there were no charged particles Ñow in
the magnetosphere. Although no detailed spectra or lumi-
nosities have been calculated for this model, their studies
help in modeling the phase emission features. Zhang &
Cheng (1997) proposed a self-consistent model for c-ray
pulsar emission. In their model, a criterion for the existence
of an outer gap is given in terms of the fractional size of the
outer gap, where P is the period inf \ 5.5P26@21B12~4@7,seconds and is the magnetic Ðeld in units of 1012 G. IfB12f [ 1, a self-sustained outer gap accelerator does not exist.
In this paper, we reconsider the three-dimensional mag-
netosphere, following the important groundbreaking work
of Romani and coworkers. But, instead of assuming a single
outer gap with only outgoing current and no restriction on
azimuthal directions, we use various physics processes
(especially pair production which depends sensitively on the
local electric Ðeld and the local magnetic ÐeldÏs radius of
curvature, surface Ðeld structure, reÑection of eB pairs
because of mirroring and resonant X-ray electron
scattering) to determine the three-dimensional geometry of
the outer gap. In our model, two outer gaps and both out-
going and incoming currents are in principle allowed, but it
turns out that outgoing currents dominate the emitted radi-
ation intensities. (A single outer gap geometry may be gen-
erally more appropriate for a strongly o†set dipole moment
where, although the incoming current is strong, the related
incoming radiation is restricted to a relatively small region
of the outer magnetosphere.) In ° 2 we calculate both static
and rotating three-dimensional structures of the magneto-
sphere. In ° 3 we study pair production conditions and
determine the three-dimensional structure of an outer gap.
In ° 4 we examine various morphologies for c-ray emission
with calculated emission patterns and pulse proÐles. The
phase-resolved spectra for the Crab pulsar are calculated in
° 5. A Ðnal discussion is given in ° 6.
2. THE GEOMETRY OF THE MAGNETOSPHERE
In a static dipolar magnetic Ðeld approximation, basic
features of the pulsar magnetosphere can be understood.
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FIG. 2.ÈPolar cap shapes for various inclination angles in both static
and rotating magnetosphere approximations. The minor axis of the static
dipole case is in the (X, k)-plane.
FIG. 3.ÈExample of a coordinate grid for the open volume. We deÐne
that for the last closed line ; changes by 0.05 from 1.0 to 0.7 anda1\ 1.0 a10.1 from 0.7 to 0.1.
FIG. 4.ÈLast closed Ðeld lines for a dipole inclined to the rotation axis
with angle a \ 65¡. (a) A projection looking down the rotation axis. (b) A
projection looking down the magnetic axis. (c) A three-dimensional view.
However, it is of course more realistic that the magneto-
sphere be approximated as a rotating inclined magnetic
dipole. The magnetic Ðeld lines of a rotating inclined dipole
are especially di†erent from those of a static dipole for large
inclination angles. In this section, we describe both static
and rotating oblique dipole Ðelds.
2.1. Dipole Field
For a static oblique dipole, the magnetic Ðeld
B \ 1
r3 [3(k É r
ü )rü [ k] , (1)
where k is the magnetic moment vector and is the radialrü
unit vector. The needed static dipole Ðeld of a pulsar mag-
netosphere in Cartesian coordinates is given in Appendix A.
For an inclined dipole of constant magnitude, rotating
with angular frequency ) about the the magneticzü -axis,
moment is
k(t) \ k(sin a cos )txü ] sin a sin )tyü ] cos azü ) , (2)
where a is the inclination angle of k to The vacuumzü .
magnetic Ðeld is (e.g., Jackson 1975 ; Yadigaroglu 1997)
B \ [
Ck(t)
r3 ]
k5 (t)
cr2 ]
k (t)
c2r
D
] rü rü Æ
C
3
k(t)
r3 ] 3
k5 (t)
cr2 ]
k (t)
c2r
D
, (3)
where The needed three components of the rotatingrü \ r/r.
dipole Ðeld in Cartesian coordinates are given in Appendix
B (eqs. [B2]È[B4]) for an empty magnetosphere. Unfor-
tunately, the needed ones for a realistically ““ loaded ÏÏ one
are still unavailable. The needed part of the structure of the
magnetosphere can still only be described by numerical
integrals. Here we are interested in speciÐc features such as
the last closed Ðeld lines. Following Arendt & Eilek (1998),
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we searched for the solutions by using Runge-Kutta inte-
gration. The last closed Ðeld lines are found as follows : (1)
give a set of initial values at the stellar surface, (2) use the
Runge-Kutta integration to follow a particular Ðeld line in
space and determine whether this line closes inside the light
cylinder or crosses it, and (3) iterate on the initial value until
the Ðeld line is just tangential to the light cylinder.
2.2. Some Numerical Results
In this section, we give some calculated results for static
and rotating magnetospheres. The pulsar magnetosphere
can be divided into two zones : one is ““ closed ÏÏ with plasma
corotating with the star and the other is the ““ open ÏÏ zone in
which plasma Ñows along the open Ðeld lines and escapes
through the light cylinder. The last closed Ðeld lines are the
borders of the open magnetic Ðeld line bundle. The acceler-
ators (both polar gap and outer gap) are within this open
zone. The footprints of the last closed Ðeld lines on the
stellar surface deÐne the polar cap shape. In the static
approximation, the polar cap shape is a circle with radius of
for an aligned dipole (e.g., Sturrock 1971),Rpc\ R(R/RL)1@2where as the inclination angle a increases, theR
L
4 cX~1 ;
shape becomes more elliptical, especially compressed in the
latitude direction by an amount up to D60% for an orthog-
onal dipole (Roberts & Sturrock 1972 ; Biggs 1990).
However, for the rotating dipole the polar cap shape is
di†erent from that for a static dipole, especially at large
inclination angles. Because the polar cap shape is sensitive
to the shape of the magnetic Ðeld lines close to the light
cylinder and the Ðeld lines for a nonaligned rotating dipole
are strongly distorted close to the light cylinder, these high-
latitude distortions give a polar cap shape that is neither
circular nor simply elongated (RY; Arendt & Eilek 1998).
We use Crab pulsar parameters to show the polar cap
shapes for di†erent magnetic inclination angles in Figure 2.
This polar cap shape deÐnes the boundary of the open
volume at the stellar surface. Because the outer gaps are
within the open volume, we divide the open volume into
many parts, in which the shape of each part at the stellar
surface is the same as the polar cap shape but the size is
smaller. First, we determine the coordinate values
of the last closed Ðeld lines at the stellar surface.(x0, y0, z0)Then the coordinate values for di†erent parts(x0@ , y0@ , z0@ )can be determined by using andx0@ \ a1 x0, y0@ \ a1 y0,and changing In Figure 3, thez0@ \ [1 [ (x0@2] y0@2)]1@2 a1.open volume divided into these many parts is shown.
In Figure 4, the three-dimensional structure of the last
closed Ðeld lines for the rotating dipole with a \ 65¡ is
shown. In our calculations, but not those of Arendt & Eilek
(1998), Crab pulsar parameters are used and the azimuth
around the magnetic axis is uniformly divided into 60
segments.
3. PAIR PRODUCTION AND THE STRUCTURE
OF OUTER GAPS
In CHR I, four outer gaps exist in the open zone in the
plane of (X, k) (two of them are topologically connected in
three-dimensional space), but only the two longer outer
gaps give observed fan beams. They argued that these two
longer outer gaps may create enough c-ray and eB pairs to
quench the two shorter, less powerful ones. In the CHR
model, the c-ray emission is approximated to occur only
along the last closed Ðeld line in the plane of the dipole and
rotation axes. Because both positive and negative charged
particles are accelerated in the gap, the emission should
beam both toward and away from the pulsar. Therefore, the
observed fan beams consist of those coming from di†erent
gaps. In the single outer gap model (Chiang & Romani
1992, 1994 ; RY), however, the emission is assumed to occur
along all Ðeld lines on the boundary of the closed region,
and the observed beams are assumed to be produced from
various parts of a single outer gap. In order to avoid the
appearance of several peaks of emission in their model, it
was assumed that the emission inward in the gaps is negligi-
ble. Important questions are (1) how many outer gaps exist
in the open zone and (2) why the emission inward can/
cannot be ignored. In subsequent sections, we show that (1)
pair creation inside the outer gap is restricted in both the
longitudinal direction (along the magnetic Ðeld lines) and
the transverse direction (in the /-direction) because of local
photon-photon pair creation criteria ; (2) most curvature
photons are converted into secondary eB pairs above the
outer gap, including those regions with only outgoing
current ; (3) the inactive parts of the outer gap will be Ðlled
with secondary eB pairs resulting from e†ects of X-ray reso-
nant scattering ; and (4) a single outer gap in the magneto-
sphere is a viable possibility.
3.1. Pair Production inside the Outer Gap
For a neutron star with a strong magnetic Ðeld B and
angular velocity X, the charge density of the magnetosphere
in the corotating frame of the neutron star is (Goldreich &
Julian 1969)
o0\ [
X Æ B
2nc
[1] O( oX Â r o /c)] . (4)
From equation (4), the charge density changes sign when a
global current Ñows through the null surface (X Æ B \ 0). As
a result, a strongly charge-deÐcient region (o B 0) in the
outer magnetosphere around the null surface will form if
there is charge-separated Ñow. A deviation of the charge
density from results in an electric Ðeld along B. If thiso0electric Ðeld becomes strong enough to accelerate eB pairs
to ultrarelativistic energies, eB pairs could radiate c-ray
tangential to the curved B Ðeld lines there. These
““ curvature c-rays ÏÏ may be converted into eB pairs via
c] c] e`] e~ or c] X] e`] e~. In order to keep a
steady current Ñow and the charge density in the regionso0outside the gap, the gap will grow until it is large enough
and the electric Ðeld is strong enough to maintain a suffi-
ciently copious supply of charges to the rest of the open Ðeld
line region. If the gap ends in a region where ando0D 0charges from the surrounding region may Ñow inE Æ BŒ D 0,
through the end. If both ends are located on the null surface,
eB produced in the gap will replace the charge deÐciency
inside the gap, and Ðnally the gap will Ðll up. However, if a
vacuum gap extends to the light cylinder, charged particles
created in the gap should escape from the magnetosphere,
so the gap would not be quenched. Hence, stable outer gaps
(if they exist) are those from the null surface to the light
cylinder along the last closed Ðeld lines. In each outer gap,
the inner boundary of a thin outer gap lies near the intersec-
tion of the null surface where and the boundary ofo0 \ 0the closed Ðeld lines of the star on which the magnetosphere
current does not Ñow. The thickness of the outer gap is
bounded from above by a layer of electric current which
contributes a surface charge density (CHR I).
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In order to estimate the three-dimensional structure of an
outer gap, we follow the self-consistent pair production
scheme proposed by Zhang & Cheng (1997, hereafter ZC)
instead of that proposed in the CHR model, which is basi-
cally a two-dimensional model, and the crossed-beam
assumption may not be valid everywhere along the outer
gap. In the ZC model, the characteristic photon energy is
determined by the size of the outer gap and is given by( f0)eV, where the radius of theEcsc( f0)B 2 ] 108f 03@2B123@4P~7@4neutron star is assumed to be 106 cm. Half of the primary
eB pairs in the outer gap will move toward the star and lose
their energy via the curvature radiation. The return particle
Ñux is approximately where is theN0
eB
B 12 f0N0 GJ, N0 GJGoldreich-Julian particle Ñux (Goldreich & Julian 1969).
Although most of the energy of the primary particles is lost
on the way to the star via curvature radiation, about
10.6P1@3 ergs per particle will still remain to be Ðnally
deposited on the stellar surface. That energy will be emitted
as X-rays from the stellar surface (Halpern & Ruderman
1993). The characteristic energy of these X-rays is EXh BeV. The KeV X-rays from a hot3kT B 1.2] 103P~1@6B121@4polar cap may be reÑected back to the stellar surface by
cyclotron resonance scattering if there is a large density of
eB pairs near the neutron star surface (Halpern & Ruder-
man 1993 ; Zhu & Ruderman 1997) and eventually reemit-
ted as soft X-rays with characteristic temperature
T
s
B 3.8] 105f 01@4P~5@12B121@4 m1@4 . (5)
Every pair produced by X-ray and curvature photon col-
lisions in the outer gap can emit 105 photons in it. Such
huge multiplicity can produce a sufficient number of eB
pairs to sustain the gap as long as the center of mass energy
of colliding X-ray and curvature photons is higher than the
threshold energy for electron/positron pair production, i.e.,
Because of this photon-photon pairEX Ecsc( f0)º (me c2)2.production, the size of the outer gap limited by the soft
thermal X-rays from the neutron star surface is
f0B 5.5P26@21B12~4@7 m~1@7 , (6)
where m \ *'/2n. Here *' is the transverse extension of
the outer gap and with the average verticalf0\ h0/RL h0extension (perpendicular to the magnetic Ðeld) of the outer
gap. In the three-dimensional case, is the average separa-h0tion between two equipotential surfaces which deÐne the
boundary of the outer gap. In the ZC model, m was chosen
to be unity. Most of the soft photons in the Crab pulsar are
emitted by the secondary pairs produced by the collision
between curvature photons from the outer gap and syn-
chrotron X-rays (CHR II). In other words, the Crab pulsar
is self-controlled by its own secondary synchrotron
photons. In CHR II, they have taken into account the e†ect
of soft photons emitted by secondary pairs and showed that
the fractional size is given by Using the33.2B12~13@20P33@20.parameters of the Crab pulsar, CHR estimated that the
fractional size of the gap is 0.05. On the other hand, equa-
tion (6) gives 0.04. However, the estimate of the fractional
size of the outer gap in the three-dimensional case in terms
of these secondary synchrotron photons is very difficult
(Romani 1996) since the estimate from the two-dimensional
model with the e†ect of secondary synchrotron photons is
very close to that of equation (6). So here we consider equa-
tion (6) as an estimate of the structure of an outer gap. The
dependence on the unknown m is weak. On the other hand,
if the inclination angle is very large, the inner boundaries of
outer gaps 1 and 2 will move close to the neutron star
surface. In this case, magnetic pair production may be
important. Using the criterion for magnetic pair production
(e.g., Ruderman & Sutherland 1975), (Ec/2mc2)(Bh/Bq)º1/15 with andh D l/s D (2f
B
)1@2(rin/RL )3@2 Bq\ 4.4] 1013G, we have
f
B
(R
L
/2) B 30.8B12~7@8 )2~19@8(tan a)~21@8 , (7)
where rad s~1. For the Crab parameters,)2\)/102 Therefore, we suggest that gapf
B
(R
L
/2) D 1.82(tan a)~21@8.
geometry will not be changed unless the inclination angle is
greater than D80¡.
There are two methods to estimate m. It has been shown
(Halpern & Ruderman 1993 ; ZC; Cheng, Gil, & Zhang
1998 ; Wang et al. 1998) that half of the charged particles
produced in gap 1 and gap 2 will move toward the star and
lose their energy via curvature radiation. Part of the high-
energy curvature photons will be converted into secondary
eB pairs in the Ðeld lines which connect to gaps 3 and 4 via
either photon-photon pair creation or magnetic pair pro-
duction. Part of the incoming secondary pairs created in
low magnetic Ðeld regions may be reÑected back and enter
gaps 3 and 4 (Ho 1986). Those secondary pairs created in
strong magnetic Ðeld regions will lose their energies via
synchrotron radiation, but some of these lower energy sec-
ondary pairs will be reÑected back by the resonant X-ray
scattering near the stellar surface (Wang et al. 1998) and
also enter gap 3 and gap 4. Therefore, the reÑected outgoing
eB pairs can enter gaps 3 and 4 to quench them. In this case,
the extension along the azimuthal direction is about 180¡,
corresponding to a maximum value of the inner boundary
of the outer gap of where the null charge surface inter-rin@cepts the light cylinder.
Another method of estimating m is to consider the local
pair production condition because the energy of a curvature
photon depends on the local electric Ðeld which is a(Ec)function of position. In the (X, k)-plane along the last
closed Ðeld lines, for example, in a thick outerEc Px~13@4gap (ZC) and in a thin outer gap (CHR I), whereEc P x~1@4with s the radius of curvature and the radius ofx \ s/R
L
R
Lthe light cylinder. Generally, we have
Ec P x~aE (8)
with Because decreases with increasing x, thea
E
[ 0. Ecpair production region will be limited to a small part of the
entire outer gap region. The cross section for photon-
photon pair production, assuming a head-on collision, is
pcc \
3p
T
16
(1[ v2)
C
(3[ v4) ln
A1 ] v
1 [ v
B
[ 2v(2[ v2)
D
, (9)
where and v is the energy of the soft1 [ v2\ (m
e
c2)2/vEcphoton. For a given v (in the ZC model, the depen-vD kT
s
),
dence of on is known. In order to determine the pairEc pccproduction both along the magnetic Ðeld line direction and
over the /-direction, we need to consider the local pair
creation conditions
N
eB
(r) \ (1[ e~qcc(r))Nc(r) B qccNc(r) , (10)
Nc(r) \
eE
@@
(r)
Ec(r)
, (11)
where is the number of eB pairs produced at radius rN
eBper electron/positron per unit length and is the numberNcof curvature photons emitted at r per unit length. The value
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is the local electric Ðeld along the magnetic Ðeld,E
@@
(r) Ec(r)is the characteristic energy of the local curvature photons,
is the optical depth of the photon-qcc\ nx(r)pcc(Ts, Ec)l(r)photon pair creation, l(r) Bn
x
\ 4nR2pT
s
4/4nr2kT
s
c,
is the optical path of the curvature[2s(r) f (r)R
L
]1@2
photons within the outer gap, and h(r) is thef (r)\ h(r)/R
L
,
local vertical extension of the outer gap [since
h2(r)B(r)\ constant, f (r)P r3@2, and Forf0D f (r \RL /2)].a thin outer gap (e.g., the Crab pulsar), (CHR I)E
@@
P r~1@2
and With such weak dependence of on r,EcP r~1@8. Ec(r)we assume that over the pair productionpccB constantregion. Therefore, and the totalqccP r~1, Nc(r)P r~3@8,number of eB pairs produced at r per electron/positron
We see that most pairs will be produced nearrN
eB
P r~3@8.
the null surface. To estimate the radial extension within
which pair production takes place, we require
rlim@ NeB(rlim@ )
rinNeB(rin)
D
Arlim@
rin
B~3@8
D
1
2
. (12)
Therefore, pair production processes mainly take place
between and and (cf. Fig. 5b).rin rlim@ D 6rin *'(rlim)D 160¡For a thick outer gap, Such strong dependenceEc P r~13@8.of on r will make the cross section for pair productionEcdecrease rapidly. Since pair production must take place in
the beginning of the outer gap (otherwise there is no current
passing through the outer gap), we argue that the radial
extension of the outer gap must be
rlim@ B f0RL (13)
and *'D n for Geminga parameters.
Therefore, in either a thin or a thick outer gap the pair
production region inside the outer gap is in the region from
to whererin rlim,
rlim\ min (rin@ , rlim@ ) . (14)
The extension along the azimuthal direction is
*'\ min [180¡, *'(rlim@ )] . (15)
In this model, pair production takes place near the null
surface, especially for a large magnetic inclination angle.
This implies that (1) only outgoing particle Ñow exists in
front of the outer gap region (in agreement with the
assumption of RY) and (2) the azimuthal extension of the
outer gap is less than n. In calculating the emission mor-
phologies (° 4), light curves with double-peak structures are
the most common even though two outer gaps exist.
Although we have argued that the pair production
processes inside the outer gap only exist in a region close
to the null surface, the pair production region outside
the outer gap can extend all the way to the light cylinder,
at least, for the Crab pulsar. Those pairs created outside
the outer gap will lose their energies via MeV to optical
synchrotron radiation. In the CHR model, these lower
energy photons do not pass through the outer gap, but they
can collide with the high-energy curvature photons from it
and produce eB pairs. In our model, the synchrotron X-rays
from secondary pairs and the curvature photons will collide
at an angle for the Crab pulsar ; the meanD2f0D 0.1free path is jXcD [L X(2f0)Ec pp/l2c(MeV)2]~1DGeV)~1 cm, where is the107( f0/0.1)~1L 36~1l82(Ec/10 L 36X-ray luminosity in units of 1036 ergs s~1, is the length ofl8the outer gap in units of 108 cm, is the typical energy ofEccurvature radiation photons, and is the pair productionp
p
FIG. 5.È(a) vs. the azimuth / [perpendicular to the (X, k)-plane] forEca \ 65¡. The typical energy of soft photons is assumed to be 100 eV. (b)
Azimuthal / vs. inner boundary radius of the outer gap for a \ 65¡.rin
cross section. So, most curvature photons emitted from the
accelerator will become secondary pairs outside the gap for
the Crab pulsar. However, this certainly should not be the
case for c-ray pulsars such as Geminga because there are
not enough X-rays around the outer gap.
3.2. Structure of the Outer Gap
As pointed out above, two outer gaps can exist in the
open Ðeld line volume of the pulsar magnetosphere in this
model. For each outer gap, the region of the outer gap
along the radial direction is from the inner boundary torinthe radius of the light cylinder and the extension of the(R
L
),
outer gap along the azimuthal direction (*/) is limited by
the photon-photon production. The gap thickness can be
described by the fractional size f of the outer gap (CHR I ;
CHR II ; Ho 1989 ; ZC). Moreover, the photon-photon pair
production inside the outer gap can occur only in the region
along the radial direction. Therefore, outward(rlim Èrin)
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emission can exist in the whole outer gap, but the inward
emission is only from the region The inner bound-(rlim Èrin).ary of the outer gap is the intersection of the null chargerinzone with the last closed Ðeld line determined by X Æ B \ 0,
which will vary with azimuth. In the (X, k)-plane, rin/RLDfor a º 45¡ (see, for example, Halpern & Ruder-4/9 tan2 a
man 1993) or (Romani 1996).rin/RLD 4(n/2[ a)2/9
3.3. Possibility of a Single-Pole Outer Gap
In several models (e.g., Ruderman 1991a, 1991b, 1991c),
the surface magnetic Ðeld of some pulsars may have a
sunspot-like geometry. Such an o†-center dipole implies
that one of the outer gaps should be deactivated by polar
gap activity because some of the high-energy photons
emitted by many polar gap primary charged particles will
be deÑected by the gravitational Ðeld of the star and be
converted to pairs on the magnetic Ðeld lines which are
connected with one of the two outer gaps (cf. Ruderman
2000). The maximum angle of the deÑection is
d'D
l
R
GM
Rc2 , (16)
where l is now the thickness of the crust, M the mass of the
star, and R its radius. This e†ect is not limited to a sunspot-
like dipolar Ðeld geometry and/or light deÑection by
gravity. For example, strong multipole Ðelds can give
surface magnetic Ðeld lines bending such that some photons
emitted tangentially to Ðeld lines in the polar cap acceler-
ator will make eB pairs Ñowing away on Ðeld lines leading
to the outer gap accelerator and quench it. Therefore, in
general a single outer gap accelerator (or even none) could
be a common structure in the outer magnetosphere of
pulsars whose X and k are otherwise sufficient to sustain
outer gap accelerators.
4. PHOTON EMISSION MORPHOLOGIES
We now consider the morphological features of emission
from outer gaps. Chiang & Romani (1994) and RY assumed
the entire locus of points on the last closed surface bounded
by the null surface and the light cylinder as giving emission
in an outer gap. In our model, the emission-producing outer
gaps are limited along both the radial and the /-directions.
For example, the extension of the outer gap on the /-
direction is about 160¡ for Crab parameters with a \ 65¡.
We describe the new photon emission morphologies below.
4.1. T he Projection of Photon Emissions in the (f, ')-Plane
High-energy photons will be emitted nearly tangent to
the magnetic Ðeld lines in the corotating frame because of
the relativistic 1/c beaming inherent in high-energy pro-
cesses unless o E Â B oD B2. Then following RY, we assume
relativistic charged particles in the open zone radiate in
their direction of propagation, i.e., along the magnetic Ðeld
lines in the corotating frame. For each location within the
open zone, the direction of emission expressed as (f, ') is
calculated, where f is the polar angle from the rotation axis
and ' is the phase of rotation of the star. E†ects of travel
time and aberration are taken into account. A photon with
velocity along a magnetic Ðeld line with au \ (u
x
, u
y
, u
z
)
relativistic addition of velocity along the azimuthal angle
gives an aberrated emission direction u@ \ (u
x
@ , u
y
@ , u
z
@ ).
Travel time gives a change of the phase of the rotation of
the star. Combining these two e†ects, and choosing '\ 0
for radiation in the (x, z)-plane from the center of the star, f
and ' are given by (Yadigaroglu 1997)
cos f\ u
z
@ ,
'\ [/
u{
[ r– É uü @ , (17)
where is the azimuthal angle of and is the emitting/
u{
uü @ r–
location in units of We project photon emissions on theR
L
.
(f, ')-plane and observe the emission patterns on the sky.
In the (f, ')-plane, the null surface can be determined easily
because it consists of the points at which magnetic Ðeld lines
are perpendicular to the rotation axis. For a Ðeld line, the
null charge crossing is where the projected line crosses the
equatorial line (f\ 90¡). As examples, we show the projec-
tions of photon emission both outward and inward from
two outer gaps in the (f, ')-plane for di†erent magnetic
inclination angles (a \ 30¡, 45¡, 65¡, and 80¡) in Figure 6,
where the extension of the outer gaps on the /-direction is
assumed to be 180¡ and (rlim Èrin) D 0.55RL.
4.2. Emission outward from the Outer Gap
As mentioned above, the pulse proÐle depends on emis-
sion location and viewing angle. Here we use Crab param-
FIG. 6.ÈEmission projections onto the (f, ')-plane for various mag-
netic inclination angles. The photons emitted both outward and inward
from two outer gaps are shown. Crab pulsar parameters are used.
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eters and a \ 65¡ to describe the outward emission from an
outer gap. For simplicity, we assume that the photon emis-
sivity is uniform. For comparison, we at Ðrst consider the
model proposed by Chiang & Romani (1994) and RY, i.e., a
single-pole outer gap. In their model, the gap size along the
azimuthal direction is not limited by the pair production.
The pair production can occur at every place in the outer
gap, and the emission is assumed to be only outward from
the gap. Photon emission outward from an outer gap, pro-
jected into the (f, ')-plane, is shown in panel a of Figure 7.
We give results also for our model : the gap size along the
azimuthal direction is limited by the pair production and
the pair production occurs only in the region of therlimÈrinouter gap. Panel a of Figure 8 shows the photon emission
outward from an outer gap (solid curves). The di†erence in
the emission patterns between the RY model and our model
is from the limitation of the gap size along the azimuthal
direction.
4.3. Emission inward from the Outer Gap
In the single-pole outer gap RY model, it was assumed
that there is no emission inward from the outer gap to avoid
disagreement with observed features of the pulse proÐle of
the Crab, Vela, and Geminga pulsars. However, it is less
clear why the physics alone insists that the photons from
the outer gap are emitted exclusively outward. In our
model, inward emission is from the region of the(rlim Èrin)outer gaps. Very high energy emission inward cannot pass
freely through the inner magnetosphere because some of
these photons are converted into eB pairs. When primary
photons with energy are produced in outer gaps andEcemitted inward, some will be converted into eB pairs on
FIG. 7.ÈEmission projection onto the (f, ')-plane and pulse proÐle for
the single-pole outer gap. The photons are emitted outward from the outer
gap. (a) The emission projection and (b) the corresponding pulse(a1\ 0.9)proÐle for Crab parameters a \ 65¡ and f\ 82¡.(*a1\ 0.03),
FIG. 8.ÈEmission projection onto the (f, ')-plane and pulse proÐle.
The emission consists of the emission outward from both outer gaps and
inward only from the region of both outer gaps. The outer gaps(rlim Èrin)are limited along the azimuthal direction by pair production. (a) The emis-
sion projection and (b) corresponding pulse proÐle(a1\ 0.9) (*a1\ 0.03).Crab parameters, a \ 65¡, f\ 82¡, and d/\ 150¡, are used.
both open and closed magnetic Ðeld lines in the inner mag-
netosphere through magnetic pair production. The condi-
tion for magnetic pair production is (Sturrock 1971 ;
Ruderman & Sutherland 1975)
Ec
2m
e
c2
B(r
s
)
B
g
B
1
15
, (18)
where G and is the distance to the starB
g
B 4.4 ] 1014 r
sfrom where pairs are produced. From equation (18), the
distance can be estimated as (ZC; Cheng & Zhang 1999)r
s
r
s
R
B 0.55B121@3
A Ec
m
e
c2
B1@3
. (19)
Therefore, if denotes the normal intercept from the centerr
Mof the star to the tangent to the Ðeld line at the point (x, y, z)
of the outer gap where the photons are created,
r
M
\
C
r2[ (xx
5 ] yy5 ] zz5 )2
x5 2] y5 2] z5 2
D1@2
, (20)
and only photons with can pass freely through ther
M
[ r
sinner magnetosphere. Photons with will be con-r
M
¹ r
sverted into eB pairs. These secondary pairs will emit lower
energy photons as synchrotron radiation. A fraction of the
synchrotron photons will be further converted into pairs.
Moreover, about half of the charged particles accelerated in
the outer gap will move inward along the magnetic Ðeld
lines. These charged particles will produce high-energy
photons as curvature radiation. These curvature photons
will also be converted into pairs. A cascade will develop
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until the Lorentz factors of the pairs approach unity. Non-
thermal X-rays can be produced in this cascade and thermal
X-rays can be produced from its impact on the stellar
surface (Halpern & Ruderman 1993 ; ZC; Cheng et al. 1998 ;
Wang et al. 1998 ; Cheng & Zhang 1999). In panel a of
Figure 8, that part of the inward emission which can pass
freely through the inner magnetosphere is also shown
(dashed curves).
4.4. Pulse ProÐles
We assume that the photon emissivity is uniform along
and among outer gap accelerator Ðeld lines. For the single-
pole outer gap, the pulse-proÐle corresponding to the emis-
sion pattern of panel a of Figure 7 is shown in panel b of
Figure 7 in which the viewing angle is assumed to be 80¡. It
can be seen that the pulse proÐle is roughly symmetric. In
this model, the pulse proÐle corresponding to the emission
pattern of panel a of Figure 8 is shown in panel b of Figure
8. From Figures 7 and 8, it seems that both cases can give
roughly the same pulse proÐle. However, the physics of
both models is strikingly di†erent. For the single outer gap
model, the emission from the pulsar comes from the emis-
sion outward from an outer gap : the emission regions for
the two peaks of the pulse proÐle are those close to the null
charge surface and to the light cylinder radius, respectively.
However, for the model described above, photon emission
consists of emission outward and inward from the region
of outer gaps limited along the azimuthal direction(rlim Èrin)by eB pair production of inward-Ñowing photons from the
outer gaps.
5. PHASE-RESOLVED SPECTRA OF THE CRAB PULSAR
Because the Crab pulsar outer gaps are thin, we use the
electric Ðeld of the CHR model :
E
@@
(r)\ )B(r)a2(r)
cs(r)
\)B(r) f 2(r)RL2
cs(r)
, (21)
where a(r) is the thickness of the outer gap at position r, the
radius of the curvature and is thes D (rR
L
)1@2, f (r)4 a(r)/R
Llocal fractional size of the outer gap. Since the magnetic Ñux
subtended in the outer gap should be constant in the
assumed steady state,
f (r)D f (R
L
)
A r
R
L
B3@2
, (22)
where is estimated by the pair production conditionf (R
L
)
described in ° 4 [n.b., two possible ways to determine f (R
L
),
eq. (6.7) of CHR II or eq. (22) of ZC]. The local Lorentz
factor of the accelerated electrons/positrons in the outer gap
is
c
e
(r)\
C3
2
s2
e2c eE@@(r)c
D1@4
. (23)
We have used the synchrotron self-Compton model to
describe high-energy emission from the Crab pulsar.
In an outer gap, the number of primary charged particles
in a volume element *V is roughly given by
dN \ nGJ *A*l , (24)
where is the local Goldreich-JuliannGJ \ X Æ B/2necnumber density, B*A is the magnetic Ñux through the accel-
erator, and *l is the path length along its magnetic Ðeld
lines. Using the thin gap approximation, the total number
of charged particles in the outer gap is
N D
)'
4nce
R
L
, (25)
where and */ is the angular range of'D f (R
L
)B(R
L
)R
L
2*/
the outer gap extending along the azimuthal direction, esti-
mated in ° 4. These primary eB pairs will lose their energy
by radiating curvature photons with a characteristic energy
Ecur(r) \
3
2
+c
e
3(r) c
s(r)
. (26)
The power into curvature radiation for dN eB pairs in a
unit volume is
dL cur
dV
B lcur nGJ(r) , (27)
where is the local power into the curvaturelcur\ eE@@(r)cradiation from a single electron/positron. The spectrum of
primary photons from a unit volume is
d2N0
dV dEc
D
lcur nGJ
Ecur
1
Ec
, Ec ¹ Ecur . (28)
These primary curvature photons collide with the soft
photons produced by synchrotron radiation of the second-
ary eB pairs and produce the secondary eB pairs by photon-
photon pair production. As pointed out in ° 3.1, although
pair production inside an outer gap is limited to a small
region pair production outside the outer gap(rin¹ r ¹ rlim),can cover a much wider range because the synchrotron
photons produced by the secondary pairs are more abun-
dant than the thermal photons from the stellar surface. The
former cannot get into the outer gap because of the Ðeld line
curvature (cf. CHR I), but they can convert most curvature
photons from the outer gap into the secondary pairs. In a
steady state, the distribution of secondary electrons/
positrons in a unit volume
d2N
dV dE
e
B
1
E0
e
P d2N0 (Ec@ \ 2Ee@ )
dV dEc
dE
e
@
D
1
E0
e
lcur nGJ
Ecur
ln
AEcur
E
e
B
, (29)
with the electron energy loss into synchrotron radiation,E0
e
E0
e
\ [ 2
3
e4B2(r) sin2 b(r)
m2c3
A E
e
mc2
B2
, (30)
B(r) the local magnetic Ðeld and b(r) the local pitch angle,
sin b(r) D sin b(R
L
)
A r
R
L
B1@2
, (31)
and the pitch angle at the light cylinder. Then thesin b(R
L
)
energy distribution of the secondary electrons/positrons in
volume *V (r),CdN(r)
dE
e
D
B
d2N
dV dE
e
*V (r)
D
1
E0
e
lcur nGJ *V (r)
Ecur
ln
AEcur
E
e
B
. (32)
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The corresponding photon spectrum of the synchrotron
radiation is
Fsyn(Ec, r)\
31@2e3B(r) sin b
mc2h
1
Ec
]
P
Emin
Emax CdN(r)
dE
e
D
F(x)dE
e
, (33)
where The typical photon energy isx \Ec/Esyn.
Esyn(r)\
3
2
A E
e
mc2
B2 heB(r) sin b(r)
mc
, (34)
and where is the modiÐedF(x)\ x /
x
= K5@3(y)dy, K5@3(y)Bessel function of order 5/3. Similarly, the spectrum of
inverse Compton scattered photons in the volume *V (r) is
FICS(Ec, r)\
P
Emin
Emax CdN(r)
dE
e
DCd2NICS(r)
dEc dt
D
dE
e
, (35)
where
d2N(r)ICS
dEc dt
\
P
v1
v2
nsyn(v, r)F(v, Ec, Ee)dv , (36)
F(v, Ec, Ee)\
3p
T
c
4(E
e
/mc2)2
1
v
C
2q ln q ] (1] 2q)(1[ q)
] (!q)2(1[ q)
2(1] !q)
D
, (37)
with with!\ 4v(E
e
/mc2)/mc2, q \E1/!(1 [ E1) E1\and The number density of theEc/Ee, 14(Ee/mc2)\ q \ 1.
synchrotron photons with energy v is
nsyn(v, r) \
Fsyn(v)
cr2*) , (38)
where is the calculated synchrotron radiation Ñux andFsyn*) is the usual beam solid angle.
Despite the fact that the outer gap has a Ðnite thickness,
we have used only one representative, For a thina1\ 0.9.outer gap, this seems a reasonable approximation. Then we
calculate the radial distances which correspond to various
pulse phases for a given We assumed that high-energya1.photons are emitted tangentially to the local magnetic Ðeld.
For given viewing angles to the Crab pulsar and a constant
surface, the emission regions as functions of / and r ona1the surface is shown in Figure 9. Once the radial dis-a1tances are determined, the spectrum of photon emission can
be calculated for a given radial distance r. In order to
compare with the observed phase-resolved spectra of Crab,
we divide the calculated pulse phases into di†erent parts
according to the division given for the observed phases ;
each part determines the possible values of the radial
distances.
We have calculated the phase-resolved spectra for the
phases labeled peak 1, trailing wing 1, bridge, leading wing
2, and peak 2. These divisions are those given by Fierro et
al. (1998). In our calculations, anda1D 0.9, f (RL)D 0.21,are used. The comparisons of modelsin b(R
L
) D 0.085
results with the observed phase-resolved spectra of Crab are
shown in Figure 10, in which the amplitude of the calcu-
lated spectra have been adjusted according to Figure 8. It
can be seen that our model results are consistent with the
observations.
FIG. 9.ÈVariation of radial distance with pulse phase for the Crab. The inclination angle is 65¡ and Five regions for di†erent pulse phase area1\ 0.9.indicated.
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FIG. 10.ÈPhase-resolved c-ray spectra for the di†erent phases of the Crab pulsar : peak 1, trailing wing 1, bridge, leading wing 2, and peak 2. Observed
data are taken from Fierro et al. (1998).
The calculated phase-averaged spectrum is shown in
Figure 11.
6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have reconsidered the geometry of outer gap acceler-
ators in the three-dimensional magnetospheric pulsar
model, following groundbreaking work by Romani and his
coworkers (RY; Yadigaroglu & Romani 1995). In our
model, however, the region of the photon-photon pair pro-
duction in the outer gaps and the limit of the photon-
photon pair production on the extension of the outer gaps
along the azimuthal direction have been explicitly taken
into account. We Ðnd that the two longer outer gaps (gap 1
and gap 2), with some extension in the azimuthal (/) direc-
tion, exist in the pulsar magnetosphere. We have also con-
sidered the e†ect of the magnetic pair production in the
inner magnetosphere and Ðnd that only photons with r
M
[
produced in the outer gaps should pass freely through ther
sinner magnetosphere. Therefore, in our model double-
peaked pulse proÐles with varying phase separation, which
depend on the viewing angle, and strong bridge emission
occur naturally, as in the single-pole outer gap model.
However, we also have more emission morphology pos-
sibilities than those with a single-pole outer gap. We have
FIG. 11.ÈPhase-averaged spectrum for the Crab. The observed ROSAT data is from Becker & (1997). The observed OSSE, BATSE, andTru mper
COMPTEL data are taken from Ulmer et al. (1995). The EGRET data are from Fierro et al. (1998).
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applied our model to the Crab pulsarÏs phase-resolved
spectra, and results consistent with the observation are
obtained.
In this model, the pulse proÐle is mainly determined by
emission outward from an outer gap, although emission
inward along the magnetic Ðeld lines has been taken into
account. The observed consequences are essentially just
those already predicted by RY. The emission pattern and
pulse proÐle depend on the magnetic inclination angle.
Observed pulse separation depends on both the magnetic
inclination angle and the viewing angle. It increases with
decreasing magnetic inclination for a given viewing angle.
The magnetic inclination angles of the c-ray pulsars with
large pulse separations such as Geminga and PSR
B1951]32 should be smaller. Observed pulse proÐles
(Fierro et al. 1998) in di†erent energy ranges for Crab, Vela,
and Geminga have been obtained. A common feature is that
nonzero o†-pulse emission decreases rapidly with energy,
but peak and bridge emissions do not. Lower energy
photons dominate the nonzero o†-pulse emission. In our
model, the o†-pulse emission near the Ðrst peak is produced
by the cascade process in the inner magnetosphere : photons
emitted inward and charged particles which move inward
along the magnetic Ðeld lines (from the same outer gap) are
responsible for this cascade process. The o†-pulse emission
near the second peak is produced by this same cascade
process, but the photons and charged particles responsible
for this process come from the opposite outer gap.
In Ðtting the phase-resolved spectra of the Crab pulsar,
our model can Ðt the observed data roughly. From Figure
10, we see that the observed intensity data are higher than
those of model calculation in low-energy parts of P1, TW1,
Bridge, and LW2, which implies that the synchrotron com-
ponent is stronger than the model calculations. In the high-
energy parts of the phase-resolved spectra, the data are also
higher than the model results. We speculate that some of the
primary curvature photons escape conversion by the sec-
ondary X-rays. Therefore, a curvature component with a
typical energy D10 GeV shows up in the high-energy tail of
the observed phase-resolved spectra. In our model calcu-
lation, only one surface layer of the magnetic Ðeld lines is
used and photons are assumed to be emitted tangent to the
local Ðeld lines. Therefore, we cannot produce leading-edge
and trailing-edge emission. However, some of the secondary
pairs have quite large initial pitch angles whose emission
will not be tangent to the local Ðeld lines. In future calcu-
lations, these should be taken into account. Finally,
although our calculation is based on a steady state acceler-
ator, a realistic outer magnetospheric gap may be a dynami-
cal or Ñickering one.
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APPENDIX A
THE STATIC DIPOLE FIELD
Using equation (1), the three components of the static dipole Ðeld in Cartesian coordinates are
B
x
sd \ k
r5 [3xz cos a ] (3x2[ r2) sin a] , (A1)
B
y
sd \ k
r5 (3yz cos a ] 3xy sin a) , (A2)
B
z
sd \ k
r5 [(3z2 [ r2) cos a ] 3xz sin a] . (A3)
It has been assumed above that the rotation axis is directed along the z-axis, k lies in the (x, z)-plane, and the angle between
the magnetic axis and the rotation axis is a. From the above equations, the three-dimensional structure of the magnetosphere
is determined. In a static dipole Ðeld, several characteristic quantities which describe the basic feature of the magnetosphere
structure are as follows. First, the opening angle of the last closed Ðeld line (i.e., the angle between k and B) in spherical
coordinates is
cos u\ Z[ 2Z~1 , (A4)
where
Z4 (3 sin2 h cos2 / sin2 a ] 6 sin h cos h cos / sin a cos a ] 3 cos2 h cos2 a ] 1)1@2 . (A5)
Second, the polar angle which deÐnes the null surface (X Æ B \ 0) is given by
cos2 hnull\
1
2
[ 1/3 ^ s1(s12] 8/9)1@2
2(1] s12)
, (A6)
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with
s14 tan a cos / . (A7)
The null surface can be obtained from a series of values of / from 0 to 2n for a given a. We can determine the polar angle at
which a Ðeld line is tangential to the light cylinder from
sin2 h
rl
\ 1
3
] 1 ^ 3(1] 8s22)1@2
6(1] 9s22)
, (A8)
with
s24 13 tan a cos / . (A9)
APPENDIX B
THE ROTATING DIPOLE FIELD
Using equations (2) and (3), the magnetic Ðeld in Cartesian coordinates,
B \ B
x
xü ] B
y
yü ] B
z
zü , (B1)
is
B
x
\ k
r5 [[3xz cos a ] sin aM[(3x2[ r2) ] 3xy(r/RL) ] (r2[ x2)(r/RL)2]
] cos [(R[ r)/R
L
]] [3xy [ (3x2[ r2)(r/R
L
) [ xy(r/R
L
)2] sin [(R[ r)/R
L
]N]] , (B2)
B
y
\ k
r5 [[3yz cos a ] sin aM[3xy ] (3y2[ r2)(r/RL) [ xy(r/RL)2]
] cos [(R[ r)/R
L
]] [(3y2 [ r2) [ 3xy(r/R
L
) ] (r2[ y2)(r/R
L
)2] sin [(R[ r)/R
L
]N]] , (B3)
B
z
\ k
r5 [[(3z2[ r2) cos a ] sin aM[3xz] 3yz(r/RL) [ xz(r/RL )2]
] cos [(R[ r)/R
L
]] [3yz[ 3xz(r/R
L
) [ yz(r/R
L
)2] sin [(R[ r)/R
L
]N]] . (B4)
In the above derivations, the retarded time is used, with where R is the radius of the neutront
r
\ (R[ r)/c )t
r
\ (R[ r)/R
L
,
star, r is the radial distance to the star, and is the radius of the light cylinder.R
L
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